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Colophon

Our look is the result of reader comments, our own experimentation, and feedback
from distribution channels. Distinctive covers complement our distinctive approach
to technical topics, breathing personality and life into potentially dry subjects.

The animal on the cover ofSQL in a Nutshellis a chameleon. There are approxi-
mately 85 species of chameleons existing in the world today. They are mostly
indigenous to Africa, although there are a few species found in Asia and in Europe.
Most are tree dwellers. The chameleon is relatively small; the average adult size is
between 6 inches and 12 inches. It lives mostly on insects, and uses its long tongue
to capture its prey. Indeed, the tongue is a critical tool. It can stretch up to 1.5 times
the lizardÕs body length, and there is an adhesive pad on the end, which the insects
are trapped on. There are several other characteristics common to all species of cha-
meleons. For example, its eyes are large and protruding, and the lizard can see 360
degrees around without moving its head or body. Its toes are on either side of its
feet, usually with three on one side and two on the other. This is ideal for moving
quickly and efficiently through tree branches.

Chameleons are best known for their ability to change their appearance to adapt to
their physical environment. Actually, several types of reptiles can change their skin
color, but the chameleon is far and away the most accomplished. This skill, which
is moderated by the nervous system, obviously is invaluable for hunting prey and
avoiding predators, and also helps to stablize body temperature. The extent of this
camouflage capability is related to the gender, age, and species of the lizard.
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Preface

The explosive growth of the information technology industry and the constantly
growing need to compile, store, access, and manipulate increasingly larger masses
of data have required the development of ever more sophisticated database
management tools.

Since its first incarnation in the 1970s, Structured Query Language (SQL) has been
developed hand in hand with the information boom, and as a result, is the most
widely used database manipulation language in business and industry. A number
of different software companies and program developers, including those in the
open source movement, have concurrently developed their own SQL dialects in
response to specific needs. All the while, standards bodies have developed a
growing list of common features.

SQL in a Nutshellidentifies the differences between the various vendor implemen-
tations of SQL. Readers will find a concise explanation of the Relational Database
Management System (RDBMS) model, a clear-cut explanation of foundational
RDBMS concepts, and thorough coverage of basic SQL syntax and commands.
Most importantly, programmers and developers who useSQL in a Nutshellwill
find a concise guide both to the most popular commercial database packages on
the market (Microsoft SQL Server and Oracle8i ), and to two of the best known
open source (http://www.opensource.org) database products (MySQL and
PostgreSQL).SQL in a NutshellÕs attention to open source SQL products is an affir-
mation of the growing importance of the open source movement within the
computing community.

As a result,SQL in a Nutshellbenefits several distinct groups of users: the knowl-
edgeable programmer who requires a concise and handy reference tool, the
developer who needs to migrate from one SQL dialect to another, and the user
who comes to SQL from another programming language and wants to learn the
basics of SQL programming.
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How This Book Is Organized
This book is divided into five chapters and one appendix:

Chapter 1,SQL, Vendor Implementations, and Some History
This chapter discusses the Relational Database Model, describes the current
and previous SQL standards, and introduces the SQL vendor implementations
covered in this book.

Chapter 2,Foundational Concepts
This chapter describes the fundamental concepts necessary for understanding
relational databases and SQL commands.

Chapter 3,SQL Statements Command Reference
This chapter is an alphabetical command reference. It details each SQL99
command, as well as the implementations of each command by Oracle,
Microsoft SQL Server, MySQL, and PostgreSQL.

Chapter 4,SQL Functions
This chapter is an alphabetical reference of the SQL99 functions, describing
vendor implementations of these functions and vendor extensions.

Chapter 5,Unimplemented SQL99 Commands
This chapter lists commands that are included in the SQL standards, but have
not yet been implemented by any of the vendors.

Appendix, SQL99 and Vendor-Specific Keywords
The appendix provides a table that displays keywords declared in SQL99 and
by the various database vendors.

Conventions Used in This Book
����������	
��

Used to indicate programming syntax, code fragments, and examples.

Italic
Used to introduce new terms, for emphasis, and to indicate commands or
user-specified file and directory names.

Bold
Used to display the names of database objects, such as tables, columns, and
stored procedures.

UPPERCASE
Used to indicate SQL keywords.

The owl icon indicates a tip, suggestion, or general note.
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The turkey icon indicates a warning or caution.

How to Contact Us
We have tested and verified the information in this book to the best of our ability,
but you may find that features have changed (or even that we have made
mistakes!). Please let us know about any errors you find, as well as your sugges-
tions for future editions, by writing to:

OÕReilly & Associates
101 Morris Street
Sebastopol, CA 95472
(800) 998-9938 (in the U.S. or Canada)
(707) 829-0515 (international/local)
(707) 829-0104 (fax)

We have a web site for the book, where weÕll list any examples, errata, or plans
for future editions. You can access this page at:

http://www.oreilly.com/catalog/sqlnut/

To ask technical questions or to comment on the book, send email to:

bookquestions@oreilly.com

For more information about our books, conferences, software, Resource Centers,
and the OÕReilly Network, see the OÕReilly web site:

http://www.oreilly.com

Resources
The following web sites provide additional information about the various vendors
covered in this book:

MySQL
The corporate resource for MySQL ishttp://www.tcx.se. A great developer
resource with lots of useful tips is Devshed.com: seehttp://www.devshed.com/
Server_Side/MySQL/for MySQL-specific information.

Microsoft SQL Server
The official Microsoft SQL Server web site ishttp://www.microsoft.com/sql/.
Microsoft also hosts a strong technical site for SQL Server athttp://www.
microsoft.com/technet/sql/default.htm. Another good resource is found at the
home of the Professional Association for SQL Server (PASS) athttp://www.
sqlpass.org.
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PostgreSQL
The home for this open source database is located athttp://www.postgresql.org.
This site contains a great deal of useful information available for download, as
well as mailing lists that enable exchanges with other PostgreSQL users. Addi-
tional PostgreSQL sites worth investigating arehttp://www.pgsql.comand http://
www.GreatBridge.com, which offer support for commercial customers.

Oracle
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core Oracle users ishttp://technet.oracle.com.
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Chapter 1History

CHAPTER 1

SQL, Vendor Implementations,
and Some History

In the 1970s, IBM developed a product called SEQUEL, or Structured English
Query Language, which ultimately became SQL, theStructured Query Language.

IBM, along with other relational database vendors, wanted a standardized method
for accessing and manipulating data in a relational database. Over the decades,
many competing languages have allowed programmers and developers to access
and manipulate data. However, few have been as easy to learn and as universally
accepted as SQL. Programmers and developers now have the benefit of learning a
language that, with minor adjustments, is applicable to a wide variety of database
applications and products.

SQL in a Nutshell describes four implementations of the current SQL standard,
SQL99 (also known as SQL3): MicrosoftÕs SQL Server, MySQL, Oracle, and
PostgreSQL. For those migrating from implementations of the earlier SQL stan-
dard, this chapter describes the current SQL standard and the ways in which it
differs from the earlier standard. This chapter also provides a bit of history of the
standards evolution.

The Relational Database Model
Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMSs), such as SQL Server and
Oracle, are the primary engines of information systems worldwide, particularly
Internet/Intranet applications and distributed client/server computing systems.

An RDBMS is defined as a system whose users view data as a collection of tables
related to each other through common data values. Data is stored in tables, and
tables are composed of rows and columns. Tables of independent data can be
linked (or related) to one another if they each have columns of data (calledkeys)
that represent the same data value. This concept is so common as to seem trivial;
however, it was not so long ago that achieving and programming a system capable
of sustaining the relational model was considered a long shot that would have
limited usefulness.
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Relational data theory was developed by E. F. Codd in the 1960s. Codd
compiled a list of criteria a database product must meet to be considered rela-
tional. For those who are curious, CoddÕs list appears at the end of this
chapter.

The Databases Described in This Book
SQL in a Nutshelldescribes the SQL standard and the vendor implementa-
tions of four leading RDBMSsÑtwo that are from leading commercial vendors
(Microsoft SQL Server and Oracle) and two that are from the chief open
source database projects (MySQL and PostgreSQL):

Microsoft SQL Server
Microsoft SQL Server is a popular RDBMS that runs only on the Windows
platform. Its features include ease of use, low cost, and high performance.
This book covers Microsoft SQL Server 2000.

MySQL
MySQL is a popular open source Database Management System (DBMS) that
is known for its blistering performance. It runs on numerous operating
systems, including most Linux variants. To improve performance, it has a
slimmer feature set than do many other DBMSs. Its critics point out that it is
not a fully relational DBMS since it does not support many key features of
relational databases, particularly in how it processes transactions. This book
covers MySQL 3.22.9.

Oracle
Oracle is a leading RDBMS in the commercial sector. It runs on a multitude of
operating systems and hardware platforms. Its scalable and reliable architec-
ture have made it the platform of choice for many users. Because of their
highly tunable nature, Oracle RDBMSs require a well-trained database admin-
istrator (DBA). SQL in a Nutshell covers Oracle Release 8.1.

PostgreSQL
PostgreSQL is one of the most feature-rich RDBMSs of the open source world.
Its compliance with SQL standards is unmatched by other open source
RDBMSs. In addition to its rich set of features, PostgreSQL runs on a wide
variety of operating systems and hardware platforms. This book covers
PostgreSQL 6.5.

The SQL Standard
To bring greater conformity among vendors, the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) published its first SQL standard in 1986 and a second widely
adopted standard in 1989. ANSI released updates in 1992, known as SQL92 and
SQL2, and again in 1999, termed both SQL99 and SQL3. Each time, ANSI added
new features and incorporated new commands and capabilities into the language.
Unique to the SQL99 standard is a group of capabilities that handle object-oriented
datatype extensions. The International Standards Organization (ISO) has also
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approved SQL99. An important change from SQL92 is that SQL99 expands on
SQL92Õslevels of conformance.

Levels of Conformance
SQL92 first introduced levels of conformance by defining three categories: Entry,
Intermediate, and Full. Vendors had to achieve Entry-level conformance to claim
ANSI SQL compliance. The U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) later added the Transitional level between the Entry and Intermediate
levels. So, NISTÕs levels of conformance were Entry, Transitional, Intermediate, and
Full, while ANSIÕs were only Entry, Intermediate, and Full. Each higher level of the
standard was a superset of the subordinate level, meaning that each higher level of
the standard included all the features of the lower level of conformance.

SQL99 altered the base levels of conformance. Gone are the Entry, Intermediate,
and Full levels of conformance. With SQL99, vendors must implement all the
features of the lowest level of conformance,Core SQL:1999, in order to claim (and
publish) that they are SQL99 ready. Core SQL:1999Ñor Core SQL99, for shortÑ
includes the old Entry SQL92 feature set, features from other SQL92 levels, and
some brand new features. This upgrade to the SQL standard enabled vendors to
go quickly from the Entry SQL92 feature set to the Core SQL99 feature set.

Whereas SQL92 featured the Intermediate and Full levels of conformance, SQL99
has Enhanced SQL:1999. Any DBMS that supports the Core SQL99 benchmarks,
plus one or more of nine additional feature packages, is now said to meet
Enhanced SQL:1999 standards defined in SQL99 (also called Enhanced SQL99).

Supplemental Features Packages
The SQL99 standard represents the ideal, but very few vendors immediately meet
or exceed the Core SQL99 requirements. The Core SQL99 standard is like the inter-
state speed limit: some drivers go above, others go below, but few go exactly the
speed limit. Similarly, vendor implementations can vary greatly.

Two committeesÑone within ANSI and the other within ISOÑcomposed of
representatives from virtually every RDBMS vendor drafted these definitions. In
this collaborative and somewhat political environment, vendors must compromise
on exactly which proposed feature and implementation will be incorporated into
the new standard. Many times, a new feature in the ANSI standard is derived from
an existing product or is the outgrowth of new research and development from
the academic community. Consequently, many vendors adopt some features in the
standard, and later add still more.

The nine supplemental features packages, representing different subsets of
commands, are vendor-optional. Some SQL99 features might show up in multiple
packages, while others do not appear in any of the packages. These packages and
their features are described in Table 1-1.
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Table 1-1: SQL99 Supplemental Features Packages

ID Name Features

PKG001 Enhanced datetime
facilities

¥ Interval datatype
¥ Time zone specification
¥ Full datetime
¥ Optional interval qualifier

PKG002 Enhanced integrity
management

¥ Assertions
¥ Referential delete actions
¥ Referential update actions
¥ Constraint management
¥ Subqueries in CHECK constraint
¥ Triggers
¥ FOR EACH STATEMENT triggers
¥ Referential action RESTRICT

PKG003 OLAP capabilities ¥ CUBE and ROLLUP
¥ INTERSECT operator
¥ Row and table constructs
¥ FULL OUTER JOIN
¥ Scalar subquery values

PKG004 SQL Persistent Stored
Modules (PSM)

¥ A programmatic extension to SQL that makes it
suitable for developing more functionally
complete applications

¥ The commands CASE, IF, WHILE, REPEAT,
LOOP, and FOR

¥ Stored Modules
¥ Computational completeness
¥ INFORMATION_SCHEMA views

PKG005 SQL Call-level Interface
(CLI)

¥ SQL Call-level Interface support: an Application
Programming Interface (API) that enables SQL
operations to be called that is very similar to the
Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) standard

PKG006 Basic object support ¥ Overloading SQL-invoked functions and
procedures

¥ User-defined types with single inheritance; basic
SQL routines on user-defined types (including
dynamic dispatch)

¥ Reference types
¥ CREATE TABLE
¥ Array support: basic array support, array

expressions, array locators, user-datatype (UDT)
array support, reference-type array support, SQL
routine on arrays

¥ Attribute and field reference
¥ Reference and dereference operations

PKG007 Enhanced object
support

¥ ALTER TABLE, ADD
¥ Enhanced user-defined types (including

constructor options, attribute defaults, multiple
inheritance, and ordering clause)

¥ SQL functions and type-name resolution
¥ Subtables
¥ ONLY in queries
¥ Type predicate
¥ Subtype treatment
¥ User-defined CAST functions
¥ UDT locators
¥ SQL routines on user-defined types such as

identity functions and generalized expressions
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Be aware that a DBMS vendor may claim Enhanced SQL99 compliance by meeting
Core SQL99 standardsplus only one of nine added packages; so read the vendorÕs
fine print for a full description of its program features. By understanding what
features comprise the nine packages, programmers and developers gain a clear
idea of the capabilities of a particular DBMS, and how the various features behave
when SQL code is transported to other database products.

The ANSI standardsÑwhich cover retrieval, manipulation, and management of
data in commands, such asSELECT, JOIN, ALTER TABLE, and DROPÑformalized
many SQL behaviors and syntax structures across a variety of products. These
standards become even more important as open source database products, such as
MySQL, miniSQL, and PostgreSQL, grow in popularity and are developed by
virtual teams rather than large corporations.

SQL in a Nutshell explains the SQL implementation of four popular RDBMSs.
These vendors do not meet all the SQL99 standards; in fact, all RDBMS vendors
play a constant game of tag with the standards bodies. Many times, as soon as
vendors close in on the standard, the standards bodies update, refine, or other-
wise change the benchmark.

SQL99 Statement Classes
Comparing statement classes further delineates SQL92 and SQL99. In SQL92, SQL
statements are grouped into three broad categories: theData Manipulation
Language (DML), the Data Definition Language (DDL), and the Data Control
Language(DCL). The DML provides specific data-manipulation commands such as
SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE. The DDL contains commands that handle
the accessibility and manipulation of database objects, includingCREATEand
DROP, while the DCL contains the permission-related commandsGRANT and
REVOKE.

In contrast, SQL99 supplies seven Core categories that provide a general frame-
work for the types of commands available in SQL. These statement ÒclassesÓ are
slightly different than the SQL92 statement classes, since they attempt to identify
the statements within each class more accurately and logically. Furthermore,
because SQL is constantly under development, new features and commands enter
the standard and may necessitate new statement classes. So, to accommodate
future growth, SQL99 developed new sets of statement classes, making them
somewhat more comprehensible and logical. Additionally, the new statement
classes now allow some ÒorphanedÓ statementsÑwhich did not fit well into any of
the old categoriesÑto be properly classified.

PKG008 Active database
features

¥ Triggers

PKG009 SQL Multimedia (MM)
support

¥ Handling for streaming multimedia data and for
large and complex audio and video data

Table 1-1: SQL99 Supplemental Features Packages (continued)

ID Name Features
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Table 1-2 identifies the SQL99 statement classes and lists a few commands in each
class, each of which is fully discussed later. At this point, the key is to remember
the statement class title.

Those who work with SQL regularly should become familiar with both the old
(SQL92) and the new (SQL99) statement classes, since many programmers and
developers still use the old nomenclature to refer to current SQL features.

Dialects of SQL
The constantly evolving nature of the SQL standard has given rise to a number of
SQL dialects among the various vendors and products. These dialects most
commonly evolved because the user community of a given database vendor
required capabilities in the database before the ANSI committee created a stan-
dard. Occasionally though, a new feature is introduced by the academic or
research communities due to competitive pressures from competing technologies.
For example, many database vendors are augmenting their current programmatic
offerings with Java (as is the case with Oracle and Sybase) or VBScript (as
Microsoft is doing). In the future, programmers and developers will use these
programming languages in concert with SQL to build SQL programs.

Nonetheless, each of these dialects includes conditional processing (such as that
controlled through IF . . . THEN statements), control-of-flow functions (such as
WHILE loops), variables, and error handling. Because ANSI had not yet developed
a standard for these important features, RDBMS developers and vendors were free
to create their own commands and syntax. In fact, some of the earliest vendors
from the 1980s have variances in the most elementary commands, such asSELECT,
because their implementations predate the standards. (ANSI is now refining stan-
dards that address these shortcomings.)

Some of these dialects have introduced procedural commands to support the func-
tionality of a much more complete programming language. For example, these
procedural implementations contain error-handling commands, control-of-flow

Table 1-2: SQL Statement Classes

Class Description Example Commands

SQL Connection
Statements

Start and end a client connection CONNECT,
DISCONNECT

SQL Control
Statements

Control the execution of a set of SQL
statements

CALL,
RETURN

SQL Data
Statements

Have a persistent and enduring effect
upon data

SELECT, INSERT,
UPDATE, DELETE

SQL Diagnostic
Statements

Provide diagnostic information and raise
exceptions and errors

GET DIAGNOSTICS

SQL Schema
Statements

Have a persistent and enduring effect on
a database schema and objects within that
schema

ALTER, CREATE, DROP

SQL Session
Statements

Control default behavior and other
parameters for a session

SET

SQL Transaction
Statements

Set the starting and ending point of a
transaction

COMMIT, ROLLBACK
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language, conditional commands, variable handling, arrays, and many other exten-
sions. Although these are technically divergent procedural implementations, they
are called dialects here.

Some popular dialects of SQL include:

PL/SQL
Found in Oracle. PL/SQL stands for Procedural Language/SQL and contains
many similarities to the language Ada.

Transact-SQL
Uses both Microsoft SQL Server and Sybase Adaptive Server. As Microsoft and
Sybase have moved away from the common platform they shared early in the
1990s, their implementations of Transact-SQL have also diverged.

PL/pgSQL
The name of the SQL dialect and extensions implemented in PostgreSQL. The
acronym stands for Procedural Language/postgreSQL.

However, even if a vendor conforms to the SQL99 standards, its commands differ
from other DBMSs because SQL statements may be parsed, compiled, and
executed in different ways, especially if differingbinding stylesare used. There are
three common binding styles:

SQL Module Language
Causes the SQL statements to be prepared when the module is created, and
executed when the module is called (like a stored procedure).

Embedded SQL Syntax
Allows the SQL statements to be prepared when the host language program is
precompiled, and executed when the host program is called (like PRO*C or
PRO*Fortran).

Direct SQL Invocation
Causes a static SQL statement to be prepared then immediately executed.

Therefore, differences in binding style may be one more reason DBMSs function
differently. Binding styles go deep into the heart of the database code. In general,
the SQL commands discussed in this book utilize the Direct SQL Invocation
binding style. However, when the situation warrants, other relevant binding styles
are discussed within the command reference of each specific command.

Principles of Relational Databases
Following are E.F. CoddÕs Twelve Principles of Relational Databases. These princi-
ples continue to be the litmus test used to validate the ÒrelationalÓ characteristics of
a database product; a database product that does not meet all of these rules is not
fully relational. These rules do not apply to applications development, but they do
determine whether the database engine itself can be considered truly Òrelational.Ó
Currently, most RDBMSs pass CoddÕs test, including all of the databases discussed
in this book, except MySQL. (MySQL does not currently support views or atomic
transactions. Therefore, it does not qualify as a true relational DBMS under CoddÕs
rules.)
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Knowing and understanding these principles assists programmers and developers
in the proper development and design of Relational Databases (RDBs).

CoddÕs Rules for a Truly Relational Database System
CoddÕs criteria provide the benchmarks for defining RDBs. Knowing and
understanding these principles will help you develop and design RDBs:

1. Information is represented logically in tables.
2. Data must be logically accessible by table, primary key, and column.
3. Null values must be uniformly treated as Òmissing information,Ó not as

empty strings, blanks, or zeros.
4. Metadata (data about the database) must be stored in the database just as

regular data is.
5. A single language must be able to define data, views, integrity constraints,

authorization, transactions, and data manipulation.
6. Views must show the updates of their base tables and vice versa.
7. A single operation must be able to retrieve, insert, update, or delete data.
8. Batch and end-user operations are logically separate from physical

storage and access methods.
9. Batch and end-user operations can change the database schema without

having to recreate it or the applications built upon it.
10. Integrity constraints must be available and stored in the RDB metadata,

not in an application program.
11. The data manipulation language of the relational system should not care

where or how the physical data is distributed and should not require
alteration if the physical data is centralized or distributed.

12. Any row processing done in the system must obey the same integrity
rules and constraints that set-processing operations do.
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Chapter 2Concepts

CHAPTER 2

Foundational Concepts

SQL provides an easy, intuitive way to interact with a database. The SQL99 stan-
dard does not define the concept of a Òdatabase,Ó but it does define all the
functions and concepts needed for a user to create, retrieve, update, and delete
data. It is important to review a few of the concepts upon which the SQL standard
is based.

Row Processing Versus Set Processing
Other database manipulation languages, such as Xbase or Visual Basic, perform
their data operations quite differently from SQL. These languages require the
programmer to tell the program exactly how to treat the data, one record at a time.
Since the program cycles down through a list of records, performing its logic on
one record after another, this style of programming is frequently calledrow
processing or procedural programming.

SQL programs operate in logicalsetsof data. Set theory is applied when theFROM
clause is used, as in theSELECTstatement. In effect, data is selected from a set
called a table. Unlike the row processing style,set processingallows a programmer
to tell the database simplywhat is required, not how each individual piece of data
should be handled. Sometimes set processing is referred to asdeclarative
processing, since a programmer declares only what data is necessary, as in ÒGive
me all employees in the southern region who earn more than $70,000 per year,Ó
rather than describes the exact procedure used to manipulate the data.

Set theory was the brainchild of Russian mathematician Georg
Cantor, who developed it at the end of the nineteenth century. At
the time, set theory (and his theory of the infinite) was quite contro-
versial; today, set theory is such a common part of life that it is
learned in elementary school.
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Examples of set theory in conjunction with relational databases are detailed in the
following section.

The Relational Model
Effective SQL programming requires that the programmer think in terms of sets of
data, rather than of individual rows. The RDBS model follows a linguistic protocol
to define the hierarchy of data sets within the SQL99 standard.

Figure 2-1 is a description of the SQL99 terminology used to describe the hierar-
chical working sets used by a relational databaseÑclusters contain sets of catalogs;
catalogs contain sets of schemas; schemas contain sets of objects, such as tables
and views; and tables and views are composed of sets of records.

In the relational model, data is shown logically as a two-dimensionaltable that
describes a single entity (for example, business expenses). Data in the table is
displayed in columns and rows. Each column of the table describes a specific
attribute of the entity. For example, in aBusiness_Expensetable, a column called
Expense_Datemight show when the expense was incurred. Each record in the
table describes a specific entity; in this case, everything that makes up a business
expense (when it happened, how much it cost, who incurred the expense, what it
was for, and so on). The specific values of each attribute are supposed to be
atomic; that is, they are supposed to contain one, and only one, value. If a table is
constructed in which the intersection of a row and column can contain more than
one distinct value, then one of SQLÕs primary design guidelines has been violated.

There are rules of behavior specified for column values. Foremost is that the
column values must share a commondomain, better known as a datatype. For
example, the value ÔELMERÕ should not be placed into theExpense_Datefield. The
Expense_Datefield should contain only dates; therefore, this column would be
defined as having a date datatype. In addition, SQL99 further controls the values of
such a field through the application of rules. A SQL rule might limitExpense_Date
to expenses less than a year old.

Additionally, data access for all individuals and computer processes is controlled at
the schema level by an<AuthorizationID> or user. Permissions to specific sets of
data may be granted or restricted to each user.

Moreover, SQL databases also employcharacter setsand collations. Character sets
are the ÒsymbolsÓ used by the ÒlanguageÓ of the data. Character sets can contain
multiple collations. A collation is the basic set of rules that define how SQL sorts
the data. For example, an American English character set might be sorted either by
character-order, case-insensitive, or by character-order, case-sensitive.

SQL99 and Vendor-SpeciÞc Datatypes
The previous section mentioned that a table could contain one or many columns,
each with a single defining datatype. In real world applications, datatypes provide
some control and efficiency as to how tables are defined. Using specific datatypes
enables better, more understandable queries and controls the integrity of data.
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The tricky thing about SQL99 datatypes is that they do not map directly to an iden-
tical implementation in a given vendorÕs product. Although the vendors provide
ÒdatatypesÓ that correspond to the SQL99 datatypes, these vendor-specific
datatypes are not true SQL99 datatypes. Nonetheless, each vendorÕs datatypes are
close enough to the standard to be both easily understandable and job-ready.

The official SQL99 datatypes (as opposed to vendor-specific) fall into the general
categories described in Table 2-1.

Figure 2-1: SQL99 Dataset hierarchy

CLUSTERS A cluster is a uniquely named set of catalogs available to a SQL session. This is roughly
comparable to an installation of an RDBMS product. According to the ANSI standard,
clusters also control who gets access to the data and what sort of permissions the users
might have. However, most implementations, such as Oracle and Microsoft SQL Server,
track permissions at the catalog layer.Contain one

or many

CATALOGS

SCHEMAS A schema is a uniquely named set of objects and data owned by a given user. Every
catalog must contain the INFORMATION_SCHEMA, which contains metadata about all
the other objects stored in the catalog. A schema is the rough equivalent of a database.

Contain one
or many

Contain one
or many

OBJECTS An object is a uniquely named set of data or SQL functionality. Schema objects include
tables, views, modules, and routines; i.e., stored procedures and functions.

If the object is a table or view,
it may contain one or many

COLUMNS A column is a uniquely named set of values that defines a specific attribute of a table entity.

Contain one
or many

DOMAIN and
USER DEFINED

TYPES

These identify the set of valid and allowable values for a given column.

RULES and
ASSERTIONS

These identify further rules that define valid and allowable values for a given column. For
example, a trigger is a SQL rule.

A catalog is a uniquely named set of schemas. If youÕre an Oracle or Microsoft SQL Server
user, you might be more comfortable with the term instance.
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Table 2-2 through Table 2-5 map the SQL99 datatypes onto the various vendor-
implemented datatypes. Descriptions are provided for non-SQL99 datatypes.

Microsoft SQL Server Datatypes
Table 2-2 shows that Microsoft SQL Server supports most SQL99 datatypes. It also
supports additional datatypes used to uniquely identify rows of data within a table

Table 2-1: SQL99 Datatypes

Category
Example Datatypes
and Abbreviations Description

binary binary large object (BLOB) This datatype stores binary string
values in hexadecimal format.

bit string bit
bit varying

These datatypes store either
binary or hexadecimal data.BIT
has a fixed length, while BIT
VARYING has a variable length.

boolean boolean This datatype stores truth values
Ñeither TRUE, FALSE, or
UNKNOWN.

character char
character varying (VARCHAR)
national character (NCHAR)
national character varying
(NVARCHAR)
character large object (CLOB)
national character large object
(NCLOB)

These datatypes can store any
combination of characters from
the applicable character set. The
varying datatypes allow variable
lengths, while the other
datatypes allow only fixed
lengths. Also, the variable-length
datatypes automatically trim
trailing spaces, while the other
datatypes pad all open space.

numeric integer (INT)
smallint
numeric
decimal (DEC)
float(p,s)
real
double precision

These datatypes store exact
numeric values (integers or deci-
mals) or approximate (floating
point) values. INT and SMALLINT
store exact numeric values with
a predefined precision and a
scale of zero.NUMERICand DEC
store exact numeric values with
a predefined precision and a
definable scale.FLOAT stores
approximate numeric values
with a definable scale, while
REAL and DOUBLE PRECISION
have predefined precisions. You
may define a precision (p) and
scale (s) for a float to indicate
the total number of allowed
digits in the floating point
number and the number of
decimal places, respectively.

temporal date
time
time with time zone
timestamp
timestamp with time zone
interval

These datatypes handle values
related to time. DATE and TIME
are self-explanatory. Datatypes
with the WITH TIME ZONEsuffix
also include a time zone offset.
The TIMESTAMPdatatypes store
values that are calculated at
current machine runtime.
INTERVAL specifies a value or
increment of time.
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and across multiple servers hosting the same databases. These datatypes support
MicrosoftÕs hardware philosophy of deploying on many Intel-based servers, rather
than deploying on huge, high-end Unix servers.

Table 2-2: Microsoft SQL Server Datatypes

Microsoft
SQL Server
Datatype

SQL92 or SQL99
Datatype Description

bigint Stores signed or unsigned integers between
Ð9223372036854775808 and
9223372036854775807.

binary binary Describes a fixed-length binary value up to
8000 bytes in size.

bit bit Stores 1 or 0 value.

char(n) character Holds fixed-length character data up to 8000 char-
acters in length.

cursor Describes a cursor.

datetime Holds date and time data within the range of
1753-01-01 00:00:00 through 9999-12-31 23:59:59.

decimal(p,s) decimal Stores precision and scale values up to 38 digits
long.

float float Holds floating precision numbers of Ð1.79E + 308
through 1.79E + 308.

image Describes a variable-length binary value up to
2147483647 bytes in length.

int integer Stores signed or unsigned integers between
Ð2147483648 and 2147483647.

money Stores monetary values within the
range of -922337203685477.5808 and
Ð922337203685477.5807.

nchar(n) national character Holds fixed-length Unicode data up to 4000
characters in length.

ntext Holds Unicode text passages up to 1,073,741,823
characters in length.

numeric(p,s) A synonym for decimal.

nvarchar(n) national character
varying

Holds variable-length Unicode data up to
4000 characters in length.

real Holds floating precision numbers of Ð3.40E + 38
through 3.40 + 38.

rowversion A unique number within a database that is
updated whenever a row is updated. Called
ÒtimestampÓ in earlier versions.

smalldatetime Holds data and time data within the range of
1900-01-01 00:00:00 through 2079-12-31 23:59:59.

smallint smallint Stores signed or unsigned integers between
Ð32768 and 32767.

smallmoney Stores monetary values within the range of
Ð214748.3648 and 214748.3647.

sql_variant Stores values of other SQL ServerÐsupported
datatypes, except text, ntext, rowversion, and
other sql_variants.

table Stores a result set for a later process.
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Notice that Microsoft SQL Server supports dates starting with the year 1752. This is
because the English-speaking world used the Julian calendar prior to September
1752 and refiguring dates prior to that time is an inconvenience.

MySQL Datatypes
Table 2-3 shows that MySQL supports most of the SQL99 datatypes, plus several
additional datatypes used to contain lists of values, as well as datatypes used for
BLOBs.

text Stores very large passages of text up to
2147483647 characters in length.

tinyint Stores signed or unsigned integers between 0 and
255.

unique-
identifier

Represents a value that is unique across all
databases and all servers.

varbinary binary varying Describes a variable-length binary value up to
8000 bytes in size.

varchar(n) character varying Holds fixed-length character data up to 8000
characters in length.

Table 2-3: MySQL Datatypes

MySQL
Datatype

SQL92 or SQL99
Datatype Description

bigint Stores signed or unsigned integers within the
range of Ð9223372036854775808 to
9223372036854775807.

char(n)
[binary]

character(n) Contains a fixed-length character string of 1 to 255
characters in length, but trims spaces asvarchar
does. The BINARY option allows binary searches
rather than dictionary-order, case-insensitive
searches.

datetime datetime Stores data and time values within the range of
1000-01-01 00:00:00 to 9999-12-31 23:59:59.

decimal decimal(precision,
scale)

Stores exact numeric values.

double(p,s),
double preci-
sion

double precision Holds double-precision numeric values.

enum(Òval1,Ó
Òval2,Ó . . . n)

Is a char datatype whose value must be one of
those contained in the list of values. Up to 65535
distinct values are allowed.

float float(p) Stores floating-point numbers with a precision of 8
or less.

int, integer int, integer Stores signed or unsigned integers within the
range of Ð2147483548 to 2147483547.

longblob,
longtext

binary large object Stores BLOB or TEXT data up to 4294967295
characters in length.

Table 2-2: Microsoft SQL Server Datatypes (continued)

Microsoft
SQL Server
Datatype

SQL92 or SQL99
Datatype Description
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In general, MySQL supports many of the SQL99 datatypes, but provides added
datatypes forBLOB and TEXT fields.

Oracle Datatypes
As shown in Table 2-4, Oracle supports a rich variety of datatypes, including most
of the SQL99 datatypes. Oracle includes unique datatypes that write directly to the
filesystem or handle extremely large files.

mediumblob,
mediumtext

Stores BLOB or TEXT data up to 65535 characters
in length.

mediumint Stores signed or unsigned integers within the
range of Ð8388608 to 8388607.

nchar(n)
[binary]

national character Holds Unicode character strings, but is otherwise
the same as char.

numeric(p,s) numeric(p,s) A synonym of decimal.

nvarchar(n)
[binary]

nvarchar Holds Unicode variable length character strings up
to 255 characters in length.

real(p,s) double precision Is a synonym of double precision.

set(Òval1,Ó
Òval2,Ó . . . n)

Is a char datatype whose value must be equal to
zero or more values specified in the list of values.
Up to 64 items are allowed in the list of values.

smallint smallint Stores signed or unsigned integers within the
range of Ð32758 to 32757.

times-
tamp(size)

timestamp Stores the date and time within the range of
1970-01-01 00:00:00 to 2037-12-31 23:59:59.

tinyblob,
tinytext

Is a BLOB or TEXT column of 255 characters or
less.

tinyint Stores signed or unsigned integers within the
range of Ð128 to 127.

varchar(n) character
varying(n)

Stores variable-length character strings trimmed
up to 255 characters in length.

year(2, 4) Stores either 2 or 4 year values, in the range of
(19)70Ð(20)69 for 2-year format and 0000,
1901Ð2155 in 4-year format.

Table 2-4: Oracle Datatypes

Oracle Datatype
SQL92 or SQL99
Datatype Description

bfile Holds a value for a BLOB stored outside the
database of up to 4 GB in size. The database
streams input (but not output) access to the
external BLOB.

BLOB Holds a binary large object (BLOB) value up
to 4 GB in size.

char(n),
character(n)

character Holds fixed-length character data up to 2000
bytes in length.

Table 2-3: MySQL Datatypes (continued)

MySQL
Datatype

SQL92 or SQL99
Datatype Description
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CLOB Stores a character large object (CLOB) of
either fixed-width or variable-width char
character sets. It may be up to 4 gigabytes in
size.

date date Stores a valid date and time within the range
of 4712BC-01-01 00:00:00 to 9999AD-12-31
23:59:59.

decimal decimal A synonym ofNUMthat accepts precision or
scale arguments.

double
precision

double precision StoresNUMvalues with double precision, the
same asFLOAT(126).

float (n) float Stores floating-point numeric values with a
precision of up to 126.

integer(n) integer Stores signed and unsigned integer values
with a precision of up to 38. It does not
accept decimals (scale) as an argument.

long Stores variable-length character data up to
2 gigabytes in size.

long raw Stores raw variable-length binary data up to
2 gigabytes in size.

national character
varying (n),
national char
varying (n),
nchar varying (n)

national character
varying

The same as NVARCHAR2.

nchar(n),
national
character(n),
national char(n)

national character Holds fixed-length standard and UNICODE
character data up to 2000 bytes in length.

nclob Represents a CLOB that supports multibyte
and UNICODE characters.

number (p,s),
numeric (p,s)

numeric May have a precision of 1 to 38 and a scale
of Ð84 to 127.

nvarchar2(n) Represents OracleÕs preferred Unicode
variable-length character datatype. It can
hold up to 4000 bytes.

raw(n) Stores raw binary data up to 2000 bytes in
size.

real real The same as FLOAT.

rowID Represents a unique hexadecimal identifier
for each row in a table, often used in
conjunction with the ROWID pseudocolumn.

smallint smallint The same as INT.

urowid [(n)] Stores a hexadecimal value showing the
logical address of the row in its index. It
defaults to 4000 bytes in size, but you may
optionally specify its size.

Table 2-4: Oracle Datatypes (continued)

Oracle Datatype
SQL92 or SQL99
Datatype Description
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PostgreSQL Datatypes
As shown in Table 2-5, the PostgreSQL database supports most SQL99 datatypes,
plus an extremely rich set of datatypes that store spacial and geometric data. As is
evident, PostgreSQL supports additional versions of existing datatypes that are
smaller and take up less disk space.

varchar,
character varying,
char varying

character varying The same as VARCHAR2.

varchar2 Holds variable-length character data up to
4000 characters in length.

Table 2-5: PostgreSQL Datatypes

PostgresSQL
Datatype

SQL92 or SQL99
Datatype Description

bool boolean Contains a logical Boolean (true/false) value.

box Contains a rectangular box in a 2D plane.

char(n) character(n) Contains fixed-length character string with
spaces.

cidr Describes an IPÐversion 4 network or host
address.

circle Describes a circle in a 2D plane.

date date Holds a calendar date without time of day.

datetime Holds a calendar date and specific time of day.

decimal decimal(preci-
sion, scale)

Stores exact numeric values.

float4 float(p) Stores floating-point numbers with a precision of
8 or less and 6 decimal places.

float8 float(p),
7 <= p < 16

Stores floating-point numbers with a precision of
16 or less and 15 decimal places.

inet Stores an IP-Version 4 network or host address.

int2 smallint Stores signed or unsigned 2-byte integers within a
range of Ð32768 to 32767.

int4 int, integer Stores signed or unsigned 4-byte integers within a
range of Ð2147483648 to 2147483648.

int8 Stores signed or unsigned 8-byte integers with a
range of 18 decimal places positive or negative.

interval interval Holds general-use time span values.

line Holds infinite line in 2D plane values.

lseg Holds values for line segments in a 2D plane.

macaddr Holds a value for the MAC address of a
computerÕs network interface card.

money decimal(9,2) Stores US-style currency values.

numeric(p,s) numeric(p,s) Stores exact numeric values for p�  9, s = 0.

Table 2-4: Oracle Datatypes (continued)

Oracle Datatype
SQL92 or SQL99
Datatype Description
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Processing NULLS
Most databases allow any of their supported datatypes to store NULL values. Inex-
perienced SQL programmers and developers tend to think ofNULL as zero or
blank. In fact, NULL is neither of these. In the relational database world, NULL
literally means that the value is unknown or indeterminate. (This question aloneÑ
whether NULL should be considered unknownor indeterminateÑis the subject of
academic debate.) This differentiation enables a database designer to distinguish
between those entries that represent a deliberately placed zero and those where
either the data is not recorded in the system or where a NULL has been explicitly
entered. For an example of this semantic difference, consider a system that tracks
payments. A payment with a NULL amount does not mean that the product is free;
instead, a NULL payment indicates that the amount is not known or perhaps not
yet determined.

One side effect of the indeterminate nature of a NULL value is it cannot be used in
a calculation or a comparison. Here are a few brief, but very important rules to
remember about the behavior of NULL values:

¥ A NULL value cannot be inserted into a column defined as NOT NULL.

¥ NULL values are not equal to each other. It is a frequent mistake to compare
two columns that contain NULL and expect the NULL values to match. (A
NULL value can be identified in aWHEREclause or in a Boolean expression
using phrases such as Ôvalue IS NULLÕ and Ôvalue IS NOT NULLÕ.)

¥ A column containing a NULL value is ignored in the calculation of aggregate
values such asAVG, SUM, or MAX.

path Describes an open and closed geometric path in a
2D plane.

point Stores values for a geometric point in a 2D plane.

polygon Stores values for a closed geometric path in a 2D
plane.

serial Stores a unique ID for indexing and cross-
reference up to 2147483647.

time time Holds the time of day.

timespan Holds a value that represents a specific span of
time.

timestamp timestamp with
time zone

Stores the date and time. The optionalWITH
TIME ZONE keyword allows the declaration of a
specially defined time zone value.

timetz time with
time zone

Holds the time of day, including time zone.

varchar(n) character
varying(n)

Stores variable-length character strings with
spaces trimmed.

Table 2-5: PostgreSQL Datatypes (continued)

PostgresSQL
Datatype

SQL92 or SQL99
Datatype Description
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¥ When columns that contain NULL values in aGROUP BYclause of a query are
listed, the query output contains rows for those NULL values.

¥ Joins between tables, in which one join condition contains values and the
other contains NULL, are governed by the rules for Òouter joins.Ó Joins are
described completely later in this chapter.

Categories of Syntax
SQL commands contains three main categories of syntax: identifiers, literals, and
reserved and key words.Identifiers name objects that a user or a system process
has created, such as a database, a table, the columns in a table, or a view.Literals
are non-NULL values supplied to the system.Reservedand key words are words
that have special meaning to the database SQL parser, such asSELECT, GRANT,
DELETE, or CREATE.

IdentiÞers
Keep in mind that RDBMSs are built upon set theory: clusters contain sets of cata-
logs, catalogs contain sets of schemas, schemas contain sets of objects, and so on.
At each level of this structure, each item requires a unique name or identifier.

This means that each object (whether a database, table, view, column, index, key,
trigger, stored procedure, or constraint) in a RDBMS must be named. When issuing
the command that creates a server object, a name for that new object must be
specified.

There are two important sets of rules that experienced programmers keep in mind
when choosing an identifier for a given item:

¥ The first set of rules include logical rules of thumb or conventions that ulti-
mately create better database structures and data tracking. These are not so
much required by SQL as they are the distilled experience of practiced
programmers.

¥ The second set of rules are those set by the SQL standard and implemented
by the vendors. The conventions for each vendor are covered later in this
chapter.

Naming conventions

The naming conventions suggested for identifiers in the following list are based on
long years of experience by many in the industry, although they arenÕt necessarily
required by SQL:

Select a name that is meaningful, relevant, and descriptive
Do not name a databaseXP03; instead, name itExpenses_2003, showing that
it stores expenses for the year 2003. Remember that other people will likely
be using the database too, and the names should make sense at a glance.
Each database vendor has limits on object name size, but names generally
may be long enough to make sense to anyone reading them.

Choose and apply the same case throughout
Use either all uppercase or all lowercase for all objects throughout the data-
base. Remember, too, that some database servers are case-sensitive, so using
mixed-case identifiers might cause problems later.
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Use abbreviations consistently
Once an abbreviation has been chosen, it should be used consistently
throughout the database. For example, if EMP is used as an abbreviation for
EMPLOYEE, then EMP should be used throughout the database. Do not use
EMP in some places and EMPLOYEE in others.

Use complete, descriptive, meaningful names with underscores for reading clarity
A column name UPPERCASEWITHUNDERSCORESis not as easy to read as
UPPERCASE_WITH_UNDERSCORES.

Do not put company or product names in database object names
Companies get acquired and products change names. These elements are too
transitory to be included in database object names.

Do not use overly obvious prefixes or suffixes
For example, donÕt use ÒDB_Ó as a prefix for a database or prefix every view
with ÒV_Ó. However, some prefixes and suffixes are very useful when applied
consistently.

Do not fill up all available space for the object name
If the database platform allows a 32-character table name, try to leave at least
a few free bytes at the end. Different database vendors sometimes append
prefixes or suffixes to the table name when manipulating temporary copies of
the tables.

Do not use quoted identifiers
This is discussed in the following section, ÒIdentity rules.Ó

There are several benefits to following these guidelines. First, the SQL code
becomes, in a sense, self-documenting, because the chosen names are meaningful
and understandable to the reader. Second, the SQL code and database objects are
easier to maintainÑespecially for users other than the original programmerÑ
because they are consistently named. And finally, maintaining consistency
increases database functionality. If the database ever has to be transferred or
migrated to another application, consistent and descriptive naming saves both time
and energy. Giving a few minutes of thought to naming SQL objects in the begin-
ning can prevent problems later on.

Identity rules

Identity rules are rules for naming objects within the database, which are enforced
by the database product. Note that the SQL99 standard specifies identity rules that
may differ from those of a specific database vendor. Here are the SQL99 rules for
naming server objects:

¥ The identifier can be no longer than 128 characters. (Many databases limit the
identifier to 32 or fewer characters.)

¥ The identifier may contain numbers, characters, and symbols.

¥ The identifier must begin with a letter (or certain other allowable symbols).

¥ The identifier may not contain spaces or other special characters.

¥ The identifier may not be a reserved word or keyword (discussed shortly).
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¥ In many circumstances, identifiers must be unique for each owner within its
scope. For example, although Oracle allows two separate schemas to have an
object with the same name, databases generally should be uniquely labeled
and the tables of a database should all have unique names.

¥ Quoted identifiers (object names within double quotes) may be used to break
some of the rules specified above. For example, a table could be named
Òexpense##ratiosÓ, but not named expense##ratiosbecause the first table is a
quoted identifier. These are sometimes known asdelimited identifiers.

Literals
SQL judges literal values as any explicit numeric, character, string, date, or
Boolean value that is not an identifier. SQL databases allow a variety of literal
values in a SQL program. Literal values are allowed for most of the numeric, char-
acter, and date datatypes. For example, SQL Server numeric datatypes include
(among others) integer, real, and money. Thus, numeric literals could look like:

��
����
���������
�	�		

�����
��
����

As the example illustrates, SQL Server allows signed or unsigned numerals, in
scientific or normal notation. And since SQL has a money datatype, even a dollar
sign can be included. SQL does not allow other symbols in numeric literals
(besides 01 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 + - $ . E e), so do notinclude commas. Most data-
bases interpret a comma in a numeric literal as alist item separator. Thus, the
literal value 3,000 would be interpreted by the database as 3 and, separately, 000.

Oracle provides support for an interesting literal type called a
interval literal , which is used to specify an interval of time. Refer to
OracleÕs documentation discussingINTERVAL for more information.

Character and string literals should always be enclosed by single quotation marks
(ÔÕ). As long as the literal is opened and closed with the same delimiter, SQL allows
both kinds. The only difference between character and string literals is that a char-
acter literal contains only a single character, whereas a string literal contains lots of
them. Additionally, character and string literals are not restricted just to the
alphabet. In fact, any printable character in the server character set can be repre-
sented as a literal. All of the following are string literals:

������
�
���������������
������������������������������ !�"� ��
�#� �������		�
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All of these examples are, in fact, compatible with theCHARACTER datatype.
Remember not to confuse the string literal Ô1998Õ with the numeric literal 1998. On
one hand, string literals are associated withCHAR datatypes and cannot be used
in arithmetic operations. On the other hand, many database products do perform
automatic conversion of string literals when compared againstDATE datatypes.

Doubling the delimiter can effectively represent a single quotation mark in a literal
string, if necessary. These can be nested within the string. That is, use double
quotation marks (even double double quotation marks) each time a single quota-
tion mark (or double quotation mark) should appear. This example taken from
Microsoft SQL Server illustrates the idea:

$�%�&� �$� �� ��'( )*����� %� +� ���'��,)-�

This gives the result:

�����������������
$�������'(�)*�����%��+� ���'��,)-

In this example, single quotation marks serve as the outer delimiters of the string
literal, while double quotation marks serve only as a string value, and the double
apostrophe is used to show an apostrophe in the string. Except for Oracle, double
quotation marks could have been used just as easily as delimiters and apostro-
phes within the string literal.

System Delimiters and Operators
String delimiters mark the boundaries of a string of alphanumeric characters.
System delimitersare those symbols within the character set that have special
significance to your database server.Delimiters are symbols that are used to judge
the order or hierarchy of processes and list items.Operators are those delimiters
used to judge values in comparison operations, including symbols commonly used
for arithmetic or mathematic operations. Table 2-6 lists the system delimiters and
operators allowed by SQL Server.

Table 2-6: SQL Delimiters and Operators

Symbol Usage

+ Addition operator; also concatenation operator

- Subtraction operator; also a range indicator inCHECK constraints

* Multiplication operator

\ Division operator

= Equality operator

<> != Inequality operators

< Less-than operator

> Greater-than operator

<= Less-than or equal-to operator

>= Greater-than or equal-to operator

( Expression or hierarchy delimiter

) Expression or hierarchy delimiter

% Wildcard attribute indicator
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Keywords and Reserved Words
Just as certain symbols have special meaning and functionality within SQL, certain
words and phrases have special significance. SQLkeywords are words whose
meanings are so closely tied to the operation of the RDBMS that they cannot be
used for any other purpose; generally, they are words used in a SQL command.
For example, the word SELECT cannot be used as a table name.

It is generally a good idea to avoid naming columns or tables after a
keyword that occurs in a major database, because database applica-
tions are often converted from one implementation to another.

Reserved words, on the other hand, do not have special significance now, but they
probably will in a future release. Thus, they are reserved for future use and should
not be used as an object name. Unlike keywords, a reserved word is not always a
word used in a SQL command. Most reserved words are words commonly associ-
ated with database technology, but they may or may not have an explicit link to
commands in SQL. For example, the database termCASCADEis used to describe
data manipulations that allow their action, such as a delete or update, to Òflow
down,Ó or cascade, to any sub tables. Database vendors specify reserved words in
current releases so that programmers will not encounter them as keywords at
some later revision.

Although SQL99 specifies its own list of reserved words and keywords, so do
vendors because they have their own extensions of the SQL command set. SQL
keywords, as well as the keywords in the different vendor implementations, are
shown in the Appendix, SQL99 and Vendor-Specific Keywords. Check the vendor
documentation for reserved words information.

Using SQL
Up to this point, the chapter has been about the individual aspects of a SQL state-
ment. Following is a high-level overview of the most important SQL command,
SELECT, and some of its most salient pointsÑnamely, the relational operations
known as projections, selections, and joins.

, List item separator

@ Local variable indicator

@@ Global variable indicator

. Identifier qualifier separator

ÔÕ ÒÓ Character string indicators

ÒÓ Quoted identifier indicators

-- Single-line comment delimiter

/* Beginning multiline comment delimiter

*/ Ending multiline comment indicator

Table 2-6: SQL Delimiters and Operators (continued)

Symbol Usage
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Although at first glance it might appear that theSELECTstatement deals only with
the selection operation; in actuality,SELECTembodies all three operations. (The
SELECTstatement is treated in detail in Chapter 3,SQL Statements Command Refer-
ence.) Projection operations retrieve specific columns of data. Selection operations
retrieve specific rows of data. And join operations bring together the data from
two or more different tables.

This overly simplified example of aSELECTstatement focuses more on the under-
lying concepts than on difficult syntax:

$�%�&����.�� /.'� 
01#2��� �3.�/.'� 
*4�1���������/��' ��'�

The following statement actually embodies two of the three relational operations,
selection and projection:

$�%�&���56����/(� ����56����/���!� ���56����/(����'6 '��
01#2����56�����
*4�1�����6.�7��/.�� /������8��0!((�
��9�:����6.�7��/�'�� /�����8���.����

Projections
Projection is the relational operation of retrieving specific columns of data. As
illustrated in the prior generic example, and the more realistic example that
follows, the select_list is the component of aSELECTstatement that allows the
programmer to perform a projection. Here, we select the first and last names of an
author, plus his home state, in theauthors table:

$�%�&���!/��������!/.������� � �
01#2����! ����

The results from any suchSELECTstatement are presented as another table of
data:

�!/�������������������!/.�������������������������������������� � �
�������������������������������������������������������������������
;��������������������*�' �������������������������������������&9
2��<��'��������������=����������������������������������������&9
&���7.���������������&����������������������������������������&9
2'����.��������������#�%���7����������������������������������&9

The resulting data is sometimes called awork table, or a derived table, differenti-
ating it from base tables in the database.

Selections
Selection is the relational operation of retrieving specific rows of data. This func-
tionality is enabled through the use of theWHEREclause in a SELECTstatement.
WHEREacts to filter out unnecessary rows of data and retrieves only the requested
rows. Building off the previous example, the following example selects authors
from states other than California:

$�%�&���!/��������!/.������� � �
01#2����! ����
*4�1���� � ��>?��&9�
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The previous query retrieved all authors; the result of this query is a much smaller
subset of records:

�!/�������������������!/.�������������������������������������� � �
�������������������������������������������������������������������
2���(����������������$�' �������������������������������������@$
2���'�A� ������������=������������������������������������������
1�A'��.(�������������B.� ��� �4�..����������������������������#1
C��������������������(�.�&�� '..������������������������������2C

Combining the capabilities of a projection and a selection together in a single
query allows SQL to retrieve only the desired columns and records.

Joins
Joins are one of the most important operations in a relational database. Joins
retrieve data from one or more tables in the result set of a single query. Different
vendors allow varying numbers of tables to join in a single join operation. For
example, Oracle is unlimited in the number of allowable joins, while Microsoft
SQL Server allows up to 256 tables in a join operation.

The ANSI standard method of performing joins is to use theJOIN clause in a
SELECTstatement. An older method, know as atheta join, performs the join anal-
ysis in the WHERE clause. Here is an example of both approaches:

���9�$C�� 7.�
$�%�&������6/'(�
���������������
���������.�����
�������<�<�3/(���
01#2�����6.�7����
;#C��<�3��<�#����<�3/'(�8�<�<�3/'(

������ ��� 7.�
$�%�&������6/'(�
���������������
���������.�����
�������<�<�3/(���
01#2�����6.�7�����
�������<�3��<
*4�1�����<�3/'(�8�<�<�3/'(

For vendors that do not support ANSIJOIN syntax, outer joins are handled by
placing special characters in theWHEREclause. For example, Oracle requires that
the outer join operator, a plus sign (+), be placed next to the foreign key column
in the join. In older versions, Microsoft SQL Server accomplished the same func-
tionality using an asterisk (*). For example:

���9�$C�� 7.�
$�%�&������6/'(�
���������������
���������.�����
�������<�<�3/(���
01#2�����6.�7����
%�0��;#C��<�3��<�#����<�3/'(�8�<�<�3/'(
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In the ANSI style example just shown, all employee records (the table on the left)
will be returned along with job descriptions where available:

������ ��<�'�����2'������ �$D%�$��E��
$�%�&������6/'(�
���������������
���������.�����
�������<�<�3/(���
01#2�����6.�7�����
�������<�3������<
*4�1�����<�3/'(�F8�<�<�3/'(

Although Microsoft SQL Server supports ANSI joins, the older theta-style outer join
is still supported. The query shown before is functionally equivalent to the ASNI
style query that precedes it:

���#���.��$ 7.�
$�%�&������6/'(�
���������������
���������.�����
�������<�<�3/(���
01#2�����6.�7�����
�������<�3��<
*4�1�����<�3/'(�8�<�<�3/'(G�H

This query in Oracle is essentially the same as the other two. Here, all records
from the employee table are required in the result set, while the values in thejob
table are optional and are returned only when there is a match between the two
tables.

Conclusion
This chapter discussed the concepts that serve as the foundation for learning the
Structured Query Language. The differences between row processing applications
and set processing applications (such as relational databases) were discussed. The
basic structure of the relational model, both in terms of the ANSI standard and
typical database implementations, was illustrated. A quick overview of the datatypes
provided by the SQL99 standard, as well as those provided by each database
vendor, was also provided. The categories of SQL syntax, including identifiers,
literals, system delimiters and operators, and keywords were described. Examples
of SQL and an explanation of SQL projections, selections, and joins were included.
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Chapter 3Statements

CHAPTER 3

SQL Statements Command Reference

This chapter is the heart of SQL in a Nutshell: it is an alphabetical listing of SQL
commands with detailed explanations and examples. Each command and function
is identified in a master table as being “supported,” “supported with variations,”
“supported with limitations,” or “not supported,” for each of the four SQL dialects
covered in this book: SQL Server, MySQL, Oracle, and PostgreSQL. After a brief
description of the SQL99 standard, each vendor application is discussed briefly but
thoroughly, with supporting examples and sample coding.

Recommended Reading Approach
When researching a command in this chapter, first read the introductory para-
graph, vendor support table, and the section on SQL99 syntax and description.
The reason for this is that any common features between all the implementations
of the command are discussed once under the SQL99 topic. Thus, reading directly
about a vendor’s implementation of a particular command may not describe every
aspect of that command, since some of its details may be covered in the opening
comments.

Quick SQL Command Reference
The following list offers useful tips for reading Table 3-1, as well as what each
abbreviation stands for. The sections that follow describe the table’s commands in
detail:

1. The first column contains the alphabetized SQL commands.

2. The SQL statement class for each command is indicated in the second left-
hand column.

3. The command’s implementation in SQL99 is indicated in the next column.
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4. The subsequent columns list the vendor’s level of support:

Supported (S)
The vendor supports the SQL99 standard for the particular command.

Supported, with variations (SWV)
The vendor supports the SQL99 standard for the particular command,
using vendor-specific code or syntax.

Supported, with limitations (SWL)
The vendor supports some but not all of the functions specified by the
SQL99 standard for the particular command.

Not supported (NS)
The vendor does not support the particular command according to the
SQL99 standard.

5. Remember that even if a specific SQL99 command is listed as “Not
Supported,” the vendor usually has alternative coding or syntax to enact the
same command or function. Therefore, be sure read the discussion and exam-
ples for each command later in this chapter.

Table 3-1: Alphabetical Quick SQL Command Reference

Command

SQL
Statement
Class SQL99

Microsoft
SQL
Server MySQL Oracle

Postgre
SQL

ALTER
PROCEDURE

SQL-
schema

Yes SWV NS SWV NS

ALTER
TABLE

SQL-
schema

Yes SWV SWL SWV SWV

ALTER
TRIGGER

SQL-
schema

No SWV NS SWV NS

ALTER
VIEW

SQL-
schema

No SWV NS SWV NS

CALL SQL-
control

Yes NS NS S S

CASE SQL-data Yes S S NS S

CAST SQL-data Yes S NS NS S

CLOSE
CURSOR

SQL-data Yes S NS S S

COMMIT
TRANSACTION

SQL-
transaction

Yes SWV NS S S

CONCAT-
ENATION
OPERATORS

SQL-data Yes SWV SWV S S

CONNECT SQL-
connection

Yes SWL NS S NS

CREATE
DATABASE

SQL-
schema

No SWV S S SWV

CREATE
FUNCTION

SQL-
schema

Yes SWV SWV SWV SWV

CREATE
INDEX

SQL-
schema

Yes SWV SWV SWV SWV

CREATE
PROCEDURE

SQL-
schema

Yes S NS S NS
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CREATE
ROLE

SQL-
schema

Yes NS NS SWV NS

CREATE
SCHEMA

SQL-
schema

Yes S NS S NS

CREATE
TABLE

SQL-
schema

Yes SWV SWV SWV SWV

CREATE
TRIGGER

SQL-
schema

Yes SWV NS SWV SWV

CREATE
VIEW

SQL-
schema

Yes SWV NS SWV SWV

DECLARE
CURSOR

SQL-data Yes S NS S S

DELETE SQL-data Yes SWV SWV S S

DISCONNECT SQL-
connection

Yes SWL NS SWV NS

DROP
DATABASE

SQL-
schema

Yes SWV SWV NS SWV

DROP
FUNCTION

SQL-
schema

Yes SWV SWV SWV SWV

DROP
INDEX

SQL-
schema

Yes SWV SWV SWV SWV

DROP
PROCEDURE

SQL-
schema

Yes S NS S NS

DROP
ROLE

SQL-
schema

Yes NS NS SWV NS

DROP
TABLE

SQL-
schema

Yes SWV SWV SWV SWV

DROP
TRIGGER

SQL-
schema

Yes SWV NS SWV SWV

DROP
VIEW

SQL-
schema

Yes S NS S S

FETCH SQL-data Yes S NS S SWV

GRANT SQL-
schema

Yes SWV SWV SWV SWV

INSERT SQL-
schema

Yes SWV SWV S S

JOIN clause SQL-data Yes S SWL NS (theta
joins
supp-
orted)

SWV
(theta
joins
supp-
orted)

LIKE operator SQL-
schema

Yes SWV SWV SWV SWV

OPEN SQL-
schema

Yes S NS S S

OPERATORS SQL-
schema

Yes SWV SWV SWV SWV

RETURN SQL-
control

Yes S S S S

Table 3-1: Alphabetical Quick SQL Command Reference (continued)

Command

SQL
Statement
Class SQL99

Microsoft
SQL
Server MySQL Oracle

Postgre
SQL
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ALTER PROCEDURE
The ALTER PROCEDUREstatement allows changes to be made to an existing
stored procedure. Depending on the vendor, the kind and degree of change varies
widely.

In SQL Server, this statement alters a previously created procedure (using the
CREATE PROCEDUREstatement) but doesn’t change permissions or affect depen-
dent stored procedures or triggers.

In Oracle, this command simply recompiles a PL/SQL stored procedure, but does
not allow the code to be changed. Instead, use the Oracle command CREATE OR
REPLACE PROCEDURE to achieve the same functionality.

REVOKE SQL-
schema

Yes SWV SWV SWV SWV

ROLLBACK SQL-
transaction

Yes SWV NS S S

SAVEPOINT SQL-
transaction

Yes SWV NS S NS

SELECT SQL-data Yes SWV SWV SWV SWV

SET
CONNECTION

SQL-
connection

Yes SWL NS NS NS

SET
ROLE

SQL-
session

Yes NS NS SWV NS

SET TIME
ZONE

SQL-
session

Yes NS NS SWV NS

SET
TRANSACTION

SQL-
session

Yes SWV NS SWL S

START
TRANSACTION

SQL-
transaction

Yes NS
(supports
BEGIN
TRAN)

NS NS NS
(supports
BEGIN
TRAN)

TRUNCATE
TABLE

SQL-data Yes S NS SWV S

UPDATE SQL-data Yes SWV SWV SWV S

Vendor Command

SQL Server Supported, with variations

MySQL Not supported

Oracle Supported, with variations

PostgreSQL Not supported

Table 3-1: Alphabetical Quick SQL Command Reference (continued)

Command

SQL
Statement
Class SQL99

Microsoft
SQL
Server MySQL Oracle

Postgre
SQL
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SQL99 Syntax and Description

ALTER PROCEDURE procedure_name {CASCADE | RESTRICT}
[LANGUAGE | PARAMETER STYLE | <SQL data access> | <null clause behavior>
| DYNAMIC RESULT SETS | NAME]
[parameter datatype [,...n]

As discussed under CREATE PROCEDURE, the LANGUAGE, PARAMETER STYLE,
SQL data access method (i.e., NO SQL, CONTAINS SQL, etc.), null clause behavior
(e.g., CALL ON NULL INPUT), DYNAMIC RESULT SET, and the procedure NAMEall
may be altered.

The ALTER PROCEDUREcommand also may be used to alter the number or type
of input parameters.

Microsoft SQL Server Syntax and Variations

ALTER PROC[EDURE] procedure_name [;number]
[ {@parameter datatype } [VARYING] [= default] [OUTPUT] ][,...n]
[WITH { RECOMPILE | ENCRYPTION  | RECOMPILE , ENCRYPTION } ]
[FOR REPLICATION]
AS
T-SQL Block

In SQL Server, this command allows the change of any existing parameters for the
previously created stored procedure. In effect, this command is just a shortcut
around issuing a DROP PROCEDUREstatement, followed by a modified CREATE
PROCEDUREstatement. Such grants or permissions to the stored procedure do not
have to be reestablished. Review the command CREATE PROCEDUREfor a full
explanation of the syntax. This command may be executed on SQL Server by the
owner of the stored procedure or a member of the db_owner and ddl_admin fixed
database roles.

Oracle Syntax and Variations

ALTER PROCEDURE [user.]procedure_name COMPILE [DEBUG];

In Oracle, the procedure or package name that needs to be compiled must be
provided. The COMPILE keyword is required. The COMPILE [DEBUG]option
regenerates PL/SQL information. This command may be executed only by the
owner of the stored procedure or by those who have specific privileges to ALTER
ANY PROCEDURE.

Example

This example using Microsoft SQL Server creates a procedure called get_next_br
that generates a unique CHAR(22) output string. Then, when the procedure must
be changed to retrieve unique INT output value, ALTER PROCEDUREis used to
redefine the stored procedure:

-- A Microsoft SQL Server stored procedure
CREATE PROCEDURE get_next_nbr
   @next_nbr CHAR(22) OUTPUT
AS
BEGIN
  DECLARE @random_nbr INT
  SELECT @random_nbr = RAND() * 1000000
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SELECT @next_nbr =
RIGHT('000000' + CAST(ROUND(RAND(@random_nbr)*1000000,0))AS CHAR(6), 6) +

  RIGHT('0000' + CAST(DATEPART (yy, GETDATE() ) AS CHAR(4)), 2) +
  RIGHT('000'  + CAST(DATEPART (dy, GETDATE() ) AS CHAR(3)), 3) +
  RIGHT('00'   + CAST(DATEPART (hh, GETDATE() ) AS CHAR(2)), 2) +
  RIGHT('00'   + CAST(DATEPART (mi, GETDATE() ) AS CHAR(2)), 2) +
  RIGHT('00'   + CAST(DATEPART (ss, GETDATE() ) AS CHAR(2)), 2) +
  RIGHT('000'  + CAST(DATEPART (ms, GETDATE() ) AS CHAR(3)), 3)
END
GO

ALTER PROCEDURE get_next_nbr
   @next_nbr INT OUTPUT
AS
BEGIN
  DECLARE @convert_to_nbr CHAR(22)
  DECLARE @random_nbr INT
  SELECT  @random_nbr = RAND() * 1000000

SELECT @convert_to_nbr =
RIGHT('000000' + CAST(ROUND(RAND(@random_nbr)*1000000,0))AS CHAR(6), 6) +

  RIGHT('0000' + CAST(DATEPART (yy, GETDATE() ) AS CHAR(4)), 2) +
  RIGHT('000'  + CAST(DATEPART (dy, GETDATE() ) AS CHAR(3)), 3) +
  RIGHT('00'   + CAST(DATEPART (hh, GETDATE() ) AS CHAR(2)), 2) +
  RIGHT('00'   + CAST(DATEPART (mi, GETDATE() ) AS CHAR(2)), 2) +
  RIGHT('00'   + CAST(DATEPART (ss, GETDATE() ) AS CHAR(2)), 2) +
  RIGHT('000'  + CAST(DATEPART (ms, GETDATE() ) AS CHAR(3)), 3)

SELECT @next_nbr = CAST(@convert_to_nbr AS INT)

END
GO

ALTER TABLE
The ALTER TABLEstatement allows an existing table to be modified without drop-
ping the table or altering existing permissions on the table. In this way, certain
incremental changes are performed easily on an existing table.

Both Oracle and Microsoft SQL Server support this command with a number of
variations to service their differing physical file-allocation methods.

Vendor Command

SQL Server Supported, with variations

MySQL Supported, with limitations

Oracle Supported, with variations

PostgreSQL Supported, with variations
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